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Ensure stability of feature stones - Ref.01

Reform lead saddle behind stones - Ref.02

Leadwork to stones to be renewed - Ref.03

Access walkway to roof 1A - CHF-1A-Ref.08

GUTTER 'C'

GUTTER 'E'

Ensure stability of feature stones - Ref.01

Reform lead saddle behind stones - Ref.02

Leadwork to stones to be renewed - Ref.03

Ensure stability of feature stones - Ref.01

Reform lead saddle behind stones - Ref.02

Leadwork to stones to be renewed - Ref.03

Ensure stability of feature stones - Ref.01

Reform lead saddle behind stones - Ref.02

Leadwork to stones to be renewed - Ref.03

Renew roof covering - Ref.04

New Safety Line system -

Ref.05

Discreet fall arrest system to

parapet - Ref.05

Stone around rybats to be

repaired. Discoloured stone to

be cleaned - Ref.06-09

Stone around rybats to be

repaired. Discoloured stone to

be cleaned - Ref.06-09

Stonework requires repointing -

Ref.10

New fixed ladder with cage -

Ref.05

Existing Safety Line system to be

temporarily removed to allow

overhaul of roof. Once refitted, it is

to be tested. - Ref.19

New Safety Line system to

allow access to Lift Tower

roof- Ref.20

Lift Tower
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GENERAL WORKS

Ref.11 - All windows to be painted inside and out. External burnt

sand/linseed oil mastic to be replaced.

Ref.14 - Complete redecoration to Grand Hall to include all ceilings,

walls and existing painted timber.

Ref.16 - Specialist to be commissined to test the lightning conductor

system and refix tape as necessary

Ref.17 - Sacrificial lead flashing to be installed at base of slate roof

where it meets a lead gutter

Ref.18 - Lead slate pieces to be fitted around all roof penetrations

Extent of Roof

Extent of gutter requiring repairs

Proposed Safety Line System

Existing Safety Line (to be tested)

Existing Safety Line to be

removed

Proposed fixed ladder with cage

Existing ladder with cage

Metal access walkway (flat)

Metal access walkeway (inclined)

Existing metal walkway

Access out onto Roof
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